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Introduction

Abstract
This work outlines the development of a
comprehensive
theory for the electron probe
microanalyser
and
scanning
electron
microscope or SEM, that is intended to serve as
a framework
of understanding
for those
employing
electron
beam methods and as a
basis
for improved
correction
procedures.
There is particular emphasis on applications to
layered and non-uniform
specimens.
Starting
from a simple Gaussian depth distribution
of
electrons and making assumptions about the Xray production,
a series of predictions of X-ray
and electron
signals
are made for various
target configurations.
When compared
with
experimental
measurements
a series
of
interesting discoveries
follow,
which,
taken
altogether,
lead to a more refined model with
the promise of more accurate analyses and a
better understanding of the physics involved.

This work is an attempt to produce a
unified,
comprehensive
approach
to the
interpretation
of X-ray and electron
signals
from non-standard
microprobe specimens:
by
which is meant specimens
analysed with an
electron beam perpendicular
to their surfaces
and that have concentration
gradients in,
or
with deposits on,
those surfaces;
or have
layers
buried
within
them;
or comprise
unsupported
films.
The interpretation
is based
upon the
observation
that the depth distribution
of Xray production is, to a good approximation,
a
surface-centred
gaussian
distribution.
From
this and other observations,
it can be deduced
that the underlying electron distribution can be
divided into two fractions: a backscattered part,
in the form of a surface-centred
gaussian; and
an absorbed or transmitted part, in the form of
a compound, surface-centred
gaussian; both of
these derived from the gaussian that describes
the X-ray distribution.
On this basis we can
correlate a great deal of experimental data and
Monte Carlo calculations.
Although the work
here only deals with the mass-thickness
or
depth dimension,
there is good reason to
suppose that the results can be extended to
three dimensions,
particularly
for medium to
high atomic number materials,
where the basic
assumptions hold very well.
Only X-ray generation and elastic electron
scattering
phenomena
will be treated at this
time. We will not be considering Kosse! lines,
Kikuchi patterns,
electron channelling or any
phenomena of that nature.

Key Words : Electron beams, X-ray
generation,
backscattered electrons,
thin
layers,
thin films,
concentration gradients,
electron probe microanalysis,
SAXE - Surface
Analysis by X-ray Emission.
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both,
and not the phenomena as a whole.
One
exception is the work of Borovskii & Rydnik[l]
which has not seen much use and may in fact
suffer from internal
inconsistencies
[Heinrich,
KFJ personal communication].
Therefore,
it
seemed worthwhile
attempting
a synthesis
of
both X-ray and electron aspects of microbeam
analysis in one theory.
To ensure a common basis for all readers,
this report starts with a brief over-view of the
q>(pz) approach to the analysis of conventional
specimens.
X-ray generation in the standard,
semi-infinite
specimen
The work shown in Fig. I, by Rehbach and
Karduck[35],
is typical
of experimentally
measured
q>(pz) curves.
q>(pz) is the depth,
or
more accurately,
the mass-depth
distribution
of X-ray production
for a given element.
In
<I>( p z),
p refers to the density and z to the
depth.
It is measured as the ratio of the X-ray
intensity generated in an ideally thin layer of a
given element in the target in question to that
generated
in the the same layer isolated
in
space.
The solid lines have been fitted to the
data using
a gaussian
curve
albeit
with a
section
missing from the near-surface
region.
The fit is excellent.
The resultant curves[28]
are called modified,
surface-centred,
gaussian
q>(pz), or MSG <)>(pz), and comprise a gaussian,
modified at the surface by an exponential term,
indicated by the dotted lines of Fig.2.

250

Fig. I q>(pz) for C-Ka in silver as a function of Eo
after Ref. 35.
data,
we must have some theory or model able
to describe what is taking place in the volume
of material being probed by the electron beam.
This model would then enable us to predict the
intens1t1es
generated
and
subsequently
observed
both in the standard
specimen
and
other configurations
of interest.
One method of answering this need is to
use a Monte Carlo program to run simulated
experiments
for specific
target configurations
[10,17,18,20,32]
- but that route rather begs
the question of how to deal with such problems
in general,
because,
of course,
this method
does
not
describe
the
overall,
collective
processes
taking place but only what happens
in
the
particular
circumstances
of each
simulation.
Ours is by no means the first work to be
done on non-standard
specimens.
The list is
both long and successful; but, for the most part,
these others choose to deal either with X-ray
generation[3,4,5,7,l
l,12,16,43,48]
or
backscattered
electrons
or
transmitted
electrons[2,8,9,14,15,21,31,34,40]
or sometimes
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To calculate
the observed intensity,
the
q>(pz) equation is multiplied by the absorption
factor,
exp(-xpz),
and then integrated from
zero to infinity[27]:-

The choice and form of the physical parameters
in a and Yo stem directly from the assumption
that the observed
gaussian distribution
comes
about because the individual electrons follow a
random walk that commences
at the specimen
surface.
This,
together with Einstein's random
walk formula,
is used to calculate the gaussian
parameters,
assuming that step length is given
by a screened Rutherford
mean free path and
that the number of steps can be estimated from
the rate of
energy loss,
the mean free path,
and the energy available for X-ray production.
The other parameters
P and <I>0 which
describe
the surface transient are more difficult
to calculate
because
they
represent
nonequilibrium
conditions
and
therefore
are
handled in a more empirical fashion.
However
this state of affairs is changing and soon it will
be possible to make reliable predictions for P or
a function that fills the same role.
This method
has greatly
improved
the
accuracy
of microprobe
analysis
and
has
enabled the microprobe to be used in the soft
X-ray region where previously it could only be
considered
a comparison
technique.
This
should not be taken to mean that the very
considerable
experimental
difficulties
that
attend working in this region are also solved.
For example,
there are uncertainties
in the
values
to be used
for
various
physical
parameters
such
as
mass
absorption
coefficients,
and there will be an on going
need,
noted by Solberg[ 42] and others,
to
record X-ray peak integrals,
or some measure
thereof,
to avoid
problems
related
to
chemically
shifted wavelengths
that will give
rise to erroneous results in data derived from
un-compensated
peak heights.
X-ray Signals from Deposits. Layers and Films
Following
Packwood et al.[25] we divide
stratified materials into three categories:
i) thin deposits or layers,
where the layer has
a negligible
effect upon the manner in which
the electron beam interacts with the substrate;
ii)
intermediate
or finite thickness
layers,
whose mass is sufficient,
under the conditions
of analysis to significantly
alter the interaction
between the electron beam and the substrate;
and
iii)
finite,
unsupported
layers or films that
allow partial transmission
of the electron beam.
The last of these can be regarded as a limiting
case of category ii) when the atomic number of
the substrate goes to zero.
As a rule the word
'film' is used here to denote an unsupported
layer.

0

lobs= CA. /

1

<!>(pz).exp(-Xpz).dpz

where q>(pz) is given by:-

and x = µcos,'},
µ being
the X-ray
mass
absorption
coefficient
and ,'} the X-ray take-off
angle.
The terms Yo and a measure the height
and width of the gaussian shape in the formula.
<I>o is the
surface ionisation
and p, together
with yo and <!>o,controls the slope of q>(pz) at the
surface.
There is some debate as to the best values
for the parameters
Yo, a, P and <!>obut they
are
known
well
enough
to satisfy
most
enqu1nes
with
good
accuracy,
and
are
certainly
known well enough for the purposes
of this discussion.
The values suggested
by
Packwood[23]
will serve as examples
of the
general
form to be expected,
although
the
recent discovery[34]
of the importance
of fast
secondary electrons in Monte Carlo simulations
of the production
of soft X-rays may entail
some slight modification to these formulae:a"" 4.5x1 Q5•{(Z-N)/Z)}.(Z/A)0.5Eo-0.75

x[(Z/A)loge{1.166.(Eo+Ec)/2J)}/(Eo2 -Ec2 )]0-5
J "" 11.5x1 o-3z

3

and N "" 1 .3

Yo"" 10n.(Uo/(Uo-1 )).{1+ (10/logeUo).(Uo- 0 1-1)}
n=0.9
5n.(Uo/(Uo-1 )).{1+ (5/logeUo).(Uo- 0 -2 - 1)}
n=0.8
0.5n(U/(U-1 )).logeU
n=1.0
for the ionisation cross-section
(logeUo)/Uon, and Uo = Eo/Ec

given by Q.Ec 2

4
oc

p""1oria
5

""0.4aZ0.6

<Po"' 1+2.8ri(1- (0.9/Uo))
= 1+0.75nri{1- exp((1-Uo)/2)}
where

Tl is the electron

backscatter

targets

6

coefficient.
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that is of interest.
The availability of an untreated reference surface will greatly simplify
the experimental
procedures.
Another
example
of the microprobe's
surface sensitivity is displayed in a corrosion
inhibitor study recently completed at CANMET.
The use of inorganic
compounds
such as
phosphates
and
chromates
in
minor
concentrations
to inhibit steel/water systems is
well known.
Less familiar
is the use of
molybdate
and tungstate
compounds
for the
same purpose.
It has been
demonstrated that
monolayers of these latter compounds can be
measured quantitatively
with the microprobe.
Fig.3 shows a trace for W-La. across an
inhibited
steel surface
and a similar
trace
across an unprotected
steel.
The signal is
equivalent to 0.5 monolayer of W and may be
supposed
to represent
the close-packing
of
tungstate molecules on the steel surface.
The Electron Range
For thin layered structures,
the concept of
electron
range is most important.
If two
widely different accelerating
potentials,
both
greater than Ee,
are used to explore a surface
enriched in some element,
then the apparent
k-ratio will be higher at the lower voltage.
This is because a given thickness of enrichment
will be a larger fraction of the total X-ray
generation depth for that voltage.
As is always
the case, there is the requirement to predict kratios on the basis of projected
enrichment
distributions as a function of Eo. A satisfactory
agreement
obtained
with a trial distribution
does
not guarantee
that
it is the· true
distribution,
only that it is a possible one.
The figures in Table I show 3/20. electron
ranges calculated on the basis of the MSG cp(pz)
or random walk theory for X-rays with critical
excitation potentials,
Ee, of 0.5 and 5.0 keV.
These are indeed remarkably small depths.
As
a simple illustration of 'in-depth' analysis with

0
0

100

200

300

DISTANCE (MICRONS)

Ei.g_,_1 Line scans for the W-Ma. signal from
tungstate inhibitor films formed on steel after
exposures of 1 hr and 16 hr. Eo = 10 ke V with
a beam current of approximately 100 nA.

X-ray Signals from Thin Deposits
For a thin deposit of mass thickness ~(pz)
containing CA of element A we can write down
the observed intensity ratio equation as:-

1/ cp(pz).exp(-Xpz).dpz
0

lobs /lstd = CA <l>o
~(pz)

7

This is a simple
and effective
means of
estimating surface concentrations[l 3,33].
Both
lobs and lstd are calculated
relative to the an
ideally thin layer of A in space and so this
cancels
out in the ratios displayed
in the
Equation 7. Indeed it is remarkable how useful
the microprobe/SEM
is for 'surface analysis'
even though it is not strictly speaking a surface
sens1t1ve instrument.
For example,
at 7.5 keV,
ten nanometers
of titanium
on a medium
atomic number matrix would give an X-ray
signal equivalent to approximately 6wt% Ti and
there are reports in the literature of minimum
detection
limits
down
to 0.01
monolayer
equivalent[39].
The key of course is to use as
low an accelerating
potential,
Eo, as is
convenient.
The resulting
beam penetration
will be very shallow,
perhaps only a few
nanometers and it also helps to be searching
for
a near-surface
deposit
that
has
a
composition
appreciably
different
from the
substrate.
Even with these restrictions a great
many situations can be handled because most
often it is the change in the surface composition
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120
□

analysis mode or in a surface sens1t1ve mode.
This latter condition occurs quite naturally for
X-ray emissions that happen to be subject to
particularly
strong absorption
in the sample;
or for that
matter
whenever
the X-rays
detected are escaping from the sample at a
very low take-off angle from a tilted sample.
These two factors: high µ and large cosec(8), in
combination
control
the effective
depth of
escape for X-rays via the exponent
rn the
absorption
equation.
A true surface
analysis
mode can be
achieved by the simple device of lowering the
electron beam accelerating potential to a value
only a few hundred electronvolts above Ee, the
critical accelerating potential
of the X-ray line
sought. For example, the beam will lose 300 eV
in somewhere between 5 and 20 nm depending
upon the mean atomic number of the matrix,
distances comparable to those found in Auger
analysis.
The ionisation cross-section decreases
to zero during this interval and,
if it is
assumed that the fall is linear with depth, then
75% of the X-ray signal originates in the first
half of the excitation depth.
To obtain a reasonable counting rate it is
important
that U 0 be as large as possible,
a
condition that in turn implies that Ee should be
as small as possible,
in order that U0 , i.e.
(~E+ Ec)/Ee, is at least of the order of 1.25. As a
result,
soft X-ray lines are the preferred lines
for SAXE mode analysis.
Even with low Ee
lines,
the counting rate will not be very high
because the total mass of material contributing
to the signal is maybe 50 to 100 times less than
in more conventional microprobe operation.
It
is worth noting that reference standards must
have a freshly prepared,
oxide-free
surface
and that the sample chamber vacuum should
be in the range 10- 7 torr so as to permit a
reasonable dwell-time for spot analyses,
line
traces can probably be done under somewhat
worse conditions.
For this sort of analysis it is
always advisable to check by experiment that
the X-ray counting rate is not changing with
time for the counting times actually used.
Surfaces that have been ion bombarded,
such
as specimens
that
have
undergone
secondary
ion mass spectroscopy
or SIMS,
need to be treated with caution.
Large changes
m surface composition
can occur in those
instruments,
changes
that probably
render
them unsuitable for SAXE work. An exception
would be a very light ion-etch used to remove
adsorbed hydrocarbon films.
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Fig.4 Ka X-ray signals from Ba-, Ca-, and Mgstearate
Langmuir-Blodgett
layer
deposits
versus number of dipping cycles (thickness).
Eo = 10 keV Ref. 26.
the microprobe,
we recently ran some analyses
on some in-house produced silicon carbide,
the
final stage of preparation entails heating in air
at high temperature
in order to oxidize any
surplus carbon in the product.
At 10 keV we
found a k-ratio of equivalent to 0.5wt% 02 but
at 2.5 keV this figure had increased to about
2.5wt% 02. Evidently we were not looking at a
uniform specimen.
By using the thin layer
equation, it is easy to show that a layer of SiO2
approximately
4 nm thick on the surface of the
carbide particles would be expected to produce
just such a variation
in apparent
oxygen
content.
Changing the assumed particle size
will of course change the predicted oxide layer
thickness.
It must be pointed out that the first work
along these lines was in 1963 by Cockett and
Davis[6]
who were able to show surface
detection limits of the order of a few tenths of
nanometers.
In a slightly
different
vein
Langmuir-Blodgett
films of
metal stearates
have
been
employed
as
sub-monolayer
equivalent
surface concentration
standards of
the
metallic
ion
[26].
Larger
effective
concentrations
could obtained by using more
than one stearate bi-layer as shown in Fig.4
where
the results
for several
anions
are
displayed.
SAXE-Surface Analysis by X-ray Emission
As an extension
of these ideas,
the
microprobe can be used either in a true surface
371
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Si+Ge

Table 2 Experimental and Calculated
Apparent Ag Concentrations for thin surface
layers containing Ag2S on Chalcopyrite. The Ag
assumed to be distributed in the fashion
C(Ag)=Aexp-( dpz)2.
Specimen - Bankofsky deposit, Siberia.

\%::C,:ttL':':~~,:,:;:;:;:;:~-m
...~_ 2_5_~_n_m_~
t

Si

Ge-La
X-Ray
Signal

1
23nm
(22)

DEPTH +

-

Orange Chaleopyrite*
Eo(keV)
Cale
Exp
App.Bulk Cone
8
3.69
3.92
4 .. 6
15
1.08
1.08
1.37
30
0.45
0.43
0.65
*A = 30%
dpz/p = 21nm

DEPTH

Eitl

Ge-La signal versus position across a
groove taper section through a 100 nm thick
Ge-Si layer buried in a silicon substrate.
The
onset and decay of the Ge signal are controlled
by the penetration
of the electron
beam
through the thin wedges of Si and Ge-Si
respectively.
The figures in brackets are those
calculated
from
the theory
and may be
compared with those actually measured,
the
latter shown here in nanometers.

Yellow Chaleopyrite**
Eo(keV)
Cale
Exp
App.Bulk Cone
8
0.61
0.60
0.80
15
0.18
0.16
0.21
30
0.075
0.13
0.22
**A = 10% dpz/p = 12nm

exponential
terms multiply
by addition
of
exponents thus:- (X+~)pz becomes (X+~+K)pz,
where
1C is
the exponent
in the surface
concentration
description.
A similar
substitution occurs for a gaussian concentration in
the surface region.
Work on these lines was
reported by Remond et al. in 1984(36] for the
case of tarnish films of Ag2S on chaleopyrite.
Films of the order of 5 to 15 nm were analysed
as seen in Table 2. In principle,
there is one
small difficulty associated with this process namely deciding what is the exact value to be
employed for X, because X is a function of CA.
However,
in most circumstances
a simple
average will suffice because the magnitude of
correction to be expected is quite small.
Early work on this technique by Brown[3]
was able to distinguish
in principle between
two
exponential
distributions
of surface
enrichment that differed by less than 10%.
X-ray Signal from Layered Specimens.
Packwood and Milliken[29] found that it
was possible to write down a general equation
for predicting
the X-ray
intensity
to be
observed from a layer in a specimen.
This
comes about in the following manner:
the
critical
step in calculating
the observed
intensity ratio for a conventional specimen is
the integration of <I>( p z) from zero to infinity;
the mathematics are quite unaffected if instead
the integration
is performed
over
some

A second feature of SAXE is that the
lateral resolution is close to the initial electron
beam diameter,
the additional spread is of the
order of the excitation depth.
As with conventional microprobe analysis,
the analytical
volume varies with the element's Ee when a
series
of elements
are being
determined
simultaneously
at a given
E 0 value.
To
maintain a given excitation depth requires that
E 0 be adjusted to give a constant t.E for each Ee
value.
An example of SAXE in the microprobe is
shown in Fig.5, where a 1 in 100 double taper,
or groove section,
through a layered sample
has been examined at 1.54 keV whilst looking
for the Ge-La line[22].
The observed depth
resolution of around 25 nm,
shown on the
traverse in plain numbers,
contains a contribution
from the finite
beam diameter,
estimated
to be 0.5 micron
and therefore
adding about 5nm to the estimate
of the
excited depth.
X-ray Signals from surface concentration
gradients
Near-surface
concentration
gradients
can
also be handled without great difficulty.
Take
for example the case where an element is
distributed
in
an
exponential
fashion
decreasing
from the surface inwards.
The
predicted intensity equation only needs to be
modified
slightly
because
of the fact that
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intermediate range of pz, say from o' to o; as
shown in Fig. 6. The result that is obtained is
the general equation for the X-ray intensity to
be seen from a buried layer.
lobs=

0.4

Fig.7 Cu-Ka and Ni-Ka signals measured from
copper layers on a nickel substrate together
with the behaviour predicted by the modified,
surface centred, gaussian q>(pz) shown as solid
lines, Ref. 24.

CA( ✓ IT/2a).exp(-o'(x'-x)).

[)'o.exp(x/2a) 2 . {erf( ao+(x/2a))- erf(ao'+(x/2a))}
- ()'o-<1>o).exp((x+P)l2a))2.
{erf(ao+(x+Pl2a)) - erf(ao'+(x+P)l2a)}]
8

selection of substrates and observed the X-ray
signal as a function of accelerating
potential
and deposit thickness.
The agreement between
the experimental data and the predicted values
is very encouraging.
For example,
Fig. 7,
shows the data for the Cu-Ka and Ni-Ka signals
from Cu on Ni at 15 and 20 keV. As would be
expected,
the general trend of these curves
follows that of the error function.
Evidently
the assumption
of an almost
unaltered q>(pz) holds up well when the atomic
numbers of layer and matrix are close together.
It is equally evident that at some stage the
approximation
must
give
way
and
the
predictions
eventually
fail to match reality.
The base reason for this lies in the fact that
whilst Yo is not thought to be dependent upon Z,
the atomic number of the specimen,
it is
certain that a is a function of Z and that qio and
~ are even stronger
functions of Z.
As an
example,
consider
q>o,
which can be
approximated by a formula of the type[38] :-

the primed
variables
refer
to the matrix,
unprimed to the layer.
Simply moving the
limits of integration,
i.e. moving the values of
8' and o in the equation,
will give the predicted
intensity ratios for:
i) a layer on the surface,
ii)
a covered substrate and
iii) the normal
microprobe specimen. Equation 8 is in fact the
general equation for predicting the observed Xray intensity from layered samples.
As with all
the <1>
(pz) based equations
this intensity
is
~elative to the signal from an ideally thin,
isolated layer of the material in question.
. Of course there are some tacit assumptions
being made concerning
the physics
taking
place.
In particular,
it is assumed that the
q>(pz) equation is not radically disturbed by the
introduction
of the foreign layer and that the
layer's influence
can be described
by some
suitable averaging of the parameters involved.
In order to test this formula,
Packwood et
al.[24] have manufactured
a series of known
thickness
deposits of various elements on a

<l>o= 1 + 2.8ri( 1 - 0.9/Uo)
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As measured in Ref. 16 and as
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distribution.
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~

Schematic
of electron
backscatter
coefficient as a function of deposit thickness
and relative
atomic number of deposit and
substrate.

which contains
TJ,
the electron backscatter
coefficient,
in explict fashion; which in turn is
known to vary with Z roughly as z0.5.
At the
same time,
we see that the formula for P
shows a dependence on Z at about the z0.6 level.
This could be regarded
as evidence
for a
concealed dependence
of P upon TJ. If that is
the case then,
to first approximation,
we just
need to find the manner in which TJ varies with
layer thickness,
depth,
and average Z.
In
other words,
we need to find how to weight
the layer and matrix contributions to the mean
value of TJ to be used in the observed intensity
formula.
This problem
was first addressed
by
Reuter in work on surface ionisation and its
variation with surface composition[38].
It is
self evident that the effective TJ for a very thin
layer on a massive substrate will be that of the
substrate TJsub and similarly for a substantial
layer deposited on a substrate the observed TJ
will be close to that for the deposit, TJdep- The
difficult question is just how does TJ vary in
between these extremes.
Reuter found he
could
divide
the experimentally
observed
behavior into two regions.
For thin layers,
electron transmission
shows a linear variation

with mass thickness,
whilst for thicker layers
the
variation
becomes
approximately
exponential.
He assumed that the backscatter
coefficient
should be weighted
in a similar
manner.
Unfortunately
there
was little
theoretical basis on which to make predictions
as to the specific values to be found in any
given circumstance.
With this problem in
mind
the data of Hutchins[16]
was examined
to s~e if some gaussian-based
weighting
of
layer and substrate contributions to the overall
value for TJfor a layered specimen might work.
This in fact proved to be the case as shown in
Fig. 8 where backscattered data from Referenc_e
16 are shown for gold on silicon. However, It
only works if the weighting is based on area
under a 2a- gaussian
rather than the 1a gaussian that was expected. i.e.
TJ= TJdep-erf(2apz)+ TJsub-erfc(2apz)

= TJsub+ erf(2apz).( TJdep-TJsub)

10

On reflection
the reason for this was
obvious.
Backscattered electrons must arise in
a spatial distribution
that is on the average
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similarity between these curves and the error
and complementary error functions.
It is also
important
to note that the transition from
substrate control to layer control of Tl occurs in
a mass thickness equal to roughly half the
maximum penetration
to be expected for a
given energy beam (as was noted by Neidrig).
Using the 2a values calculated
from the
formula but with Ee set to a small value
representative of the minimum energy of the
electrons being detected generally gives good
correspondence
with experimental
data even
when the substrate is removed and the surface
layer becomes an unsupported film. Evidently
the randomisation
process takes place very
rapidly in the medium or high atomic number
materials investigated in these measurements.
The error function weighting system for
the various parameters
has been used in
predicting the X-ray signal to be seen both
from layer and substrate for a variety of
atomic number combinations.
Figs. 10 and 11
show some of these 'results.
As noted before,
the case where layer and substrate are close in
atomic number hardly represent a challenge to
any
theory,
however
more
extreme
combinations Ag-La from Ag on Si [24] or Si-K~
from silicon
monoxide
on InSb [30] do
constitute a good test of the method.
Willich[ 46] has used this approach to
determine thin gold layers on silicon,
he

2750A

~

0·2

O·I

20

Fig. I I Si-Ka signal, measured and predicted
from SiO 2 layers on InSb Ref. 30.
only half as deep as that of the absorbed
electrons because the total travel path possible
must be the same for both cases.
The error
function
behaviour
invoked
here
neatly
accounts for the experimental observations of
Reuter's:
a nearly linear range followed by a
curved portion,
roughly exponential in form,
are characteristic of the error function.
The work by Hutchins and more recently
by Niedrig[21] on the backscatter of electrons
from layered specimens can be summarised as
shown in Fig. 9. This is a schematic based on
the results
of the latter author.
It is
immediately
obvious that there is a great
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irrespective
of the actual mass thickness?
If
that is the case,
then how should the relative
contributions
of
backscattered
and
transmitted/absorbed
electrons
to a given
signal be assessed
as a function
of atomic
number?
Consider the two limiting cases of
very high and very low atomic number;
at Z= 1
for microprobe energies,
there is essentially no
backscattered flux, whereas for Z=80, there is a
rough equality
of backscattered
and absorbed
electrons.
With this in mind, it was decided to
divide the la.-gaussian
depth distribution
that
is characteristic
of X-ray production
into two
parts; a 2a.-gaussian
centred at the specimen
surface
that gives rise to the backscattered
electrons
and a 1 a. -gaussian
that has had
subtracted
from it a surface
centred
2a. gaussian of the same height.
This compound
gaussian is shown in Fig. 13.
These
curves
describe
either
the
distribution
with depth of electrons
entering
the specimen,
or the distribution of maximum
penetration
by
electrons
that
are
backscattered.
More specifically,
the depth
distribution
for electrons with some energy Ex,
below which value the electron behaviour is of
no further interest.
For X-ray production this
would be the critical excitation potential Ee. In
practise
the term
'backscattered
electrons'
refers to electrons with energy a large fraction
of Eo.
The actual
value depends
on the
backscattered
electron
detector's
energy
cutoff.
Obviously,
the lower energy limit in the
flux equation should reflect the energy range in
use.
On the other hand,
X-ray production
depends upon the electron flux at a given mass
depth.
To a good approximation, the integral of
the electron distribution
beyond a given depth
can be thought of as representing
the actual
electron flux at that depth.
The integral in
question is of course the complementary
error
function.
For a thick film,
we can write the
backscattered
and transmitted
electron
fluxes
as follows:
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Fig.13
Compound
gaussian distribution
with
depth for absorbed electrons.
This is derived
from, but not limited to, high Z targets.
The
outer envelope
is the curve
for the 1a. gaussian,
the inner curve is a 2a.-gaussian.
Subtracting
the one from the other gives the
compound gaussian curve shown shaded below.
reported
good agreement
between theory and
experiment when using either Au-La. or Au-Ma.
lines and mass-thicknesses
varying from 40 to
240
mgm/cm 2 , see Fig. 12.
More recently
Waldo[45]
has employed
methods
based on
these lines to look at multilayered
specimens
again with good success.
Electron Fluxes
The results
reported
in the preceding
section led to speculation that there might be a
deeper significance
to the gaussian distribution
than first thought.
Maybe what the electrons
are doing
in these
thin
targets
can be
approximated
by a fully developed
gaussian

QB = 2ri .(2a./✓ n).exp(-4a.2t2)
CB = Tl.erf(2a.t )
for the backscattered
electron
distribution
and flux and

12
13
depth

QT = 2(1-ri ).(2a./✓ n ).( exp( -a.2t2)-exp( -4a.2t2)) 14
CT = TJ.erfc(2a.t)+(l-ri).{2erfc(a.t)-erfc(2a.t)}
15
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for the absorbed current depth distribution n A,
and flux CA, respectively.
These equations
come directly
from the compound
gaussian
curves just discussed.
The leading terms serve
to normalise the fluxes.
The general behaviour
of these distrbutions is shown in Fig. 14.
With Dr Cosslett's consent,
it is proposed
to call the flux equations the Cosslett functions
hence the use of the capital C.
The next step is to try using the sum of
the complementary
error
functions
of the
backscattered
2a-gaussian
and the compound
gaussian of equation
15 to predict the flux
transmitted
by a thick film.
This has been
done for copper and is
compared with data
from Cosslett and Thomas[8].
The idea seems
to work rather well, as shown in Fig. 15. It is
worth noting that these proposals
are very
much in line with the Monte Carlo calculations
by Shinoda et al. [41] for Al and Cu, and only
slightly
different
from the later work by
Murata[l9].
The difference could well be due
to the differences
in the scattering
model
employed in the two sets of calculations.
These findings
can be looked at from
another angle if we consider the limiting cases
of high and low atomic numbers.
Taking for
the two limits TJ= 0.5 and O respectively,
two
limiting curves can be constructed as shown in
Fig. 16. The abscissa is in terms of the reduced
range
with
the latter
asssumed
to be
proportional to 2/a.
Also on the same diagram
are
shown
two
additional
dashed
lines
calculated in the manner of Fitting[14,15].
The
latter used the following formulae to represent

Transmitted

c)
2T)

o---lL-~~'ULL,.~CLLLt.tLU.t.ta1:a-

o

600

Fig. 15
Electron flux transmitted
by copper
films measured, see Ref. 8, and predicted as a
function of Eo.

b)

Q-¥<'.CLLLl.'.Lt.4--------=-2(1 ·T))

400
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\

\

o

200

't

FIim Thickness (pz)

Fig .14
Depth distributions
for electrons
destined to be either:
a) backscattered by, b)
absorbed in, or c) transmitted through,
a thick
film specimen.
Drawn roughly to scale for high
Z targets.
As Z decreases so will the height of
the curve in a) until at Z=l the height will be
close
to zero
as befits
the backscatter
coefficient for low Z. The absorbed curve rises
to keep the total number of electrons constant.
for the transmitted
electron depth distribution
and flux, where t is the mass thickness of the
film.
For completness we note that the current
absorbed by a thick film is given by the error
function of the compound gaussian:QA= 2(1-ri).(2a/✓ TI).{exp(-a2t2)-exp(-4a2t2l} 16
CA = (1- ri).{2erf(m)-erf(2at)}
17
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with Be at very high Eo values and that his data
for Al is in fact very close to the line predicted
by the gaussian q>(pz) even though the range
reported ex tends from 4 to 200 ke V.
The
intermediate
range can easily be modeled by
simply moving the centre of the gaussian into
the bulk of the specimen as first proposed by
Wittry[47] in another context. This is shown by
a dotted line in the figure.
The small area to
the left of the range covered by the gaussian
predictions represents a region with T] greater
than 0.5 together with either very high Z or
very low Eo and may in fact have no physical
meaning.
Fitting's own data cuts off at p= 1.1
rather than the p= 1 for which the extreme lefthand curve is computed.
For those wishing to
avoid using gaussians
in their formulae[32],
Fitting's[l4]
empirical
formula
for
the
transmission
through a given mass thickness
could well be a way around their difficulty.
It
is suggested that Fitting's R be replaced by
2/a. , and the p-term can be estimated from
Fitting's curve or by our approximation:

Gaussian
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Fig .16 Electron transmission after Refs. 14 and
15 as a function of the backscatter coefficient
and reduced range,
here set equal to 2/a., and
as predicted.
The dashed line represents
a
gaussian distribution
shifted into the target to
match the p=5 curve along the lines indicated
in Ref. 47.

p

where R is the electron range
density p and is given by
R =

450.Eo

1.7

18
for material

p-o.9

for Eo equal to or greater than 10 keV,
R =

900.Eo 1.3 p-o.s

1.12.T]-0.325

21

It is interesting
to reconsider
the
equations for electron flux as a function of T]
and reduced range as in Fig. 16. The general
appearance
of the high 'Tl curves,
which of
course is equivalent to saying high Z curves, is
very close to being an exponential
as was
postulated
by Lenard
on the basis of his
pioneering
experimental
work.
This
'exponential'
behaviour
was
not
in fact
supported
by
more
accurate
work
that
followed[44],
however this did not prevent the
approximation
from attaining
widespread
use
in electron probe microanalysis
as the Lenard
coefficient.
It is maybe worth pointing out that
the entry for electron absorption in Ref. [44]
makes
no mention
of Lenard
and simply
remarks
that electrons
are absorbed
in an
approximately
exponential
fashion
with
thickness.
In the light of previous disclosures
it is now evident that the true behaviour is
much more likely
to be based
on error
functions than exponentials.
As a further
example
of using these
electron flux equations,
we have calculated the
variation
with
thickness
and
Eo for the
backscatter from a layer of Fe3O 4 on CuFeS 2
(Chalcopyrite), Fig. 17. The calculated percentage change in backscatter,
or contrast,
to be

the transmitted
electron flux as a function of
film thickness and maximum range in the bulk
material in question:
T] = exp( -4.605(X/R)P)

=

of

19
and

20

for Eo less than 10 keV. Here p is a function of
by Fitting[l5]
as an experimental
curve.
The electron
range can also be
accurately approximated
by R = 2/a.. At first
sight the curves derived from the gaussian
theory would appear to be the central portion
of some larger variation,
and this is indeed the
case.
Fitting[ 14] reported data with Z going
from Be to U, and Eo from 0.5 to 1000 keV. A
closer inspection of Fitting's plots reveals that
in fact the right hand interval is concerned
'Tl and given
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expected for the same range is shown in Fig.
18. This serves as a means of estimating the
visibility of such layers on minerals and was
first used by Remond et al.[37] who employed
the ideas of Borovskii and Rydnik[l ].
The
general
agreement
with
the
earlier
experimental work is very satisfactory.
The above findings obviously reflect back
onto the original assumptions as to the exact
processes taking place in the target volume and
as a result there will have to be extensive
recalculation
of the various terms being used.
However the actual size of the changes is not
expected to be very substantial
although the
parameterization
of ~ may be altered. This line
of exploration
will be the topic for a future
paper.
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Discusions

with Reviewers

I. R. Harrowfield : The equation
for a ,
Equation 3, is relevant to X-rays,
could you
be specific about the way in which Ee is chosen
when you use the equation
for electron
distributions.
Authors
:
For each application
of the
equations,
one must keep in mind the nature
of the signal being sought and how it is actually
measured.
For X-ray production,
the value to
use for Ee is self-evident,
for electrons a little
more thought is needed. When considering the
total electron distribution,
some small value
can be used for Ee, - but be sure to take care to
avoid the mathematical
problems that arise
when Eo+Ec equals 2J in the logarithm!
For
backscattered
electrons the appropriate value
for Ee depends both on definition and detection
method.
In my view any primary electron
exiting the front face of the specimen is by
definition,
backscattered.
This would indicate
using the same small value for Ee that will not
produce mathematical
problems as mentioned
before. However a more practical value for Ee
would be the low energy cut-off for the
backscatter detector in use.
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I. R. Harrowfield : It is stated that "X-ray
production
depends upon the electron
flux."
Does this mean that <)>
(p z) would be more
accurately described by error functions and/or
complementary
error
functions
than by a
gaussian?
Authors
Yes indeed,
the X-ray count
depends on the electron beam current rather
than the charge distribution.
It is a happy
coincidence
that there
is great
similarity
between
the "true"
current
versus
depth
distribution,
and a gaussian curve.
We think
that it is really the charge distribution that can
be looked at as a gaussian,
suitably modified.
Then integration of the gaussian can be thought
of as giving rise to flows of charge at each
depth, these of course,
will be error functions
of various sorts and should be a more accurate
description
of the X-ray generation
versus
depth.
It so happens that when the near surface
region is excluded,
and this is where the
empirical
efficiency
term is varying
most
quickly and so masks small differences,
the
rest of the two curves are almost indentical.
They must be very similar
otherwise
the
theory would not have got started!

might be happening
in the absorbed
and
transmitted
electron
fluxes
and gives
the
compound gaussian as a result. For high atomic
numbers,
it models the backscatter
from
layered samples very well and in addition does
a remarkable
job of reproducing
the early
Monte Carlo calculations
of Shimizu et al.
However,
later and maybe better calculations
by Murata
indicate
a somewhat
diferent
behavior with a distinct surface modification of
the 2a-gaussian.
Again, on reflection,
this sort of change
is necessary if we are to model the energy
distribution
of
backscattered
electrons
observed by various authors.
These all find
that the shapes of the energy distributions
depend strongly on Z,
whereas the initial
model put forward here would give all the
distributions
the same shape but of different
heights.
A modified
surface centred
2a gaussian distribution based on the high Z curve
is well able produce the sort and degree of
change required.
In particular with a suitable
choice for the amplitude,
this will give the
correct "envelope" to the set of curves. A very
schematic version of a revised set of backscattered electron distributions is shown in Fig.
19. The straight lines indicate the approximate
position for the maximum as a function of
atomic number and also the surface intensity.
For comparison a small 2a-gaussian is drawn at
about the right size for aluminium.
By integration it will be found that the
general shape for the backscattered
electron
flux from a layered specimen that results from
using these distributions is quite similar to the
error function type of behavior postulated in
our
paper.
These
surface
modified
distributions
give a more extensive
linear
region than is found with the errror function
and this is in noticably better agreement with
the data for low atomic number elements.
In summary,
for medium
and high
atomic
numbers,
the
2a -gaussian
is a
reasonable
approximation
to
the
depth
distribution
of
backscattered
electrons;
however,
for quantitative purposes and at low
atomic numbers,
a modified distribution is to
be preferred.

I. R. Harrowfield : From your experimental
work and from that of others, it appears that a
surface centred gaussian is a useful construct
for Z lower than 20 or even 15. What is the Z
value
below
which
the shifted
gaussian
description
should be adopted to model the
electron distributions?
Authors : The gaussian depends not just on Z
but also on Eo so both must be considered.
We
feel comfortable working with a mean atomic
number
of 10 and conventional
voltages.
Below Z=lO probably 10 kV would be a safe
voltage to use.
It should be noted that even
when Brown and Parobek's <)>(pz) measurement
for Si-Ka
in Al showed evidence that the
gaussian could be thought of as moving into the
target,
the modified-surface
centred fit was
still quite acceptable for analytical purposes.
Reviewers 1 and 5 : Please comment further
on the precise nature of the backscattered
electron distributions
suggested in the paper
and shown in Figs. 13. and 14.
Authors
: In retrospect,
the notion of the
surface
centred
2a -gaussian
as a first
approximation
to the real behavior got lost in
the works.
This idea was vital to seeing what

W. F. Chambers:
Please explain the introduction of the parameter "n" in the ionisation
cross-section
and how this parameter fits in
with your unified approach.
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K. Murata:

You have shown Yo for various
values of "n" in Eq 4. Please comment on how
to use them properly
G. Love: How is the value of "n" in Eq 4 determined?
Authors : Various Yo were included so as to
facilitate their use as required,
thus acknowledging the fact that Q(U) is not that well
known. The value n = 0.9 is used here for all
overvoltage
ratios and X-ray series and works
very well in our experience.
However,
that is
not to say that
the other values would not be
even better,
in particular that n should vary
with K,
L or M line being measured.
For
completion we give the form for Yo when n=0.7,
a value proposed by various workers.

N,i

targets

Au

l/2a

1/a

Mass Depth (pz)
Fig 19 A very schematic diagram of a revised
depth distribution
of backscattered
electrons as
a function
of Z.
The small inner curve
represents
the first model discussed
in the
main text drawn approximately
the right size
for Al.

Yo= 3.33rr.(Uo/(U 0 -l)).
{l+ (3.33/logeUo).(Uo- 0 -3- 1)}
n=0.7

K. Murata
I would like to know the general
accuracy of parameters such as a, P, Yo and
(po which determine the MSG function.
Please
comment on in particular the range of validity
for a. Do you obtain a for compound targets by
substituting
the mean values of A,
Z and J?
Can we still use the same formula for a when
Ee goes to zero?
Authors : The absolute accuracy of the MSG
parameters
a, Yo and <Po is of the order of + or
- 5% over the range of Eo : 10-30 ke V, Ee : 110 ke V,
10-92 in Z, and 2-20 in overvoltage
ratio.
P may not be so important
but is no
worse than + or - 10%. The accuracy for EPMA
is roughly twice as good as these estimates,
as
always,
the errors tend to cancel one another!
a is a very useful parameter
giving us the
3/2a
range,
which takes in about 90% of Xray production and 2/a , the ultimate range ie.
for X-ray production
down to Ee.
Tested
against observed X-ray ranges and in the SAXE
measurements
reported
here gives us great
confidence
in the a parameterisation
even in
extremes.
As a general rule, Ee may be set equal to
zero
but always
beware
of the logarithm
becoming
infinite
when
the energy
term
reaches J.
For compound targets
weight averaging is
employed as befits the derivation for a.
The
stopping power term should be treated as an
entity as should the Z/A term;
the charge to
mass ratio, which is a physical property of the
elements in question.

K. Murata : What is the resolution in depth
and concentration
that can be obtained
in
analyses
of
specimens
with
surface
concentration
gradients?
Authors : We think that depth distributions
can probably
be determined
with absolute
accuracies just a little worse than those for the
a, Yo $ o trio ie. + or - 5%.
Assuming that
flourescence
is not a major consideration
and
that the general form of the distribution can be
surmised.

J. D. Brown

The agreement
between
the
curves
predicted
on the basis of Gaussian
behaviour
and the experimental
data seem to
be quite extraordinary
with two exceptions,
the relative
intensity
from a silver film on
silicon at 10 keV of Fig. 10 where the predicted
curve
falls
significantly
below
the
measurements
for large thicknesses
and in the
transmitted
electron fraction through copper of
Fig. 15 in which the predictions seem too high.
Can you make any comment on the possible
source of these differences?
Authors : There may be real problems with
either or both the experimental
data used for
comparison,
and the MSG theory as specifically
formulated
here.
We have spent sometime
refining
the weighting
used in the silver on
silcon data and can get a better match with the
data but the study is not really complete and so
we have left it out at this time.
Generally
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speaking the predictions
made by the MSG
theory compare very well with experiment,
to
the extent that that the agreements shown here
are typical rather than extraordinary.
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